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D ucati of Borgo Panigale and Lambor ghi ni of Sant’Agata Bol o -
gnese in nor th ern Italy share core values: performance, at ten -

tion to design and meticulous devotion to de tail. From this common
ground, Ducati designers were inspired by one of Lambor ghini’s most
fascinating models, the Sián FKP 37, to create the Ducati Diavel 1260
Lamborghini, a limited edition of 630 units.

Core Sián FKP 37 concepts are transfered to two wheels, redesign-
ing the components that most characterize the Diavel. New lightweight
forged wheels ex plicitly recall those of the car, as do carbon fiber air
intakes and radiator covers that suggest floating elements superim-
posed on the main structure of the bike. Red color more typical of
Ducati is referenced by the Brembo brake calipers.

Redesigned by the Centro Stile Ducati for this specific project, each
detail of the bike is made of lightweight material. In addition to the radi -
ator covers and air intakes, the silencer cover, spoiler, central tank cover,
seat cover, front and rear mudguards, dashboard cover and head light
frame are also carbon fiber.

Livery is a collaboration between Ducati and Centro Stile Lam bor -
ghini. Rich green and gold colors applied to the bike are the same as
those used for the Sián FKP 37, with bodywork in Verde Gea, with the

frame, undertray and forged rims in Oro Electrum. Lamborghini hexa-
gon and “Y” design elements are evident, the former in the ex haust
shape, the latter in the seat’s aesthetic details. The bike sports a “63”—
Lamborghini was founded in 1963, and that multiplied by ten arrives at
the 630 numbered units to be produced by Ducati.

The Ducati Diavel 1260 Lamborghini was scheduled to start arriving
at Ducati dealerships around the end of December 2020. ■
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